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ABSTRACT 

Measurements are presented of the two-dimensioi--.il angular correlation 

of annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR) in a single crystal of approxi

mate composition Bi Sr CaCu20fi+ (T = 85 K) at 6 K and 32 K. Data 

taken with projection along the c axis show a strong C ? symmetry due 

to the presence of an incommensurate modulation with wave vector q in 

the crystal structure, together with considerable fine-structure. It 

is shewn theoretically that the modulation should cause images of the 

Fermi surface displaced over an integer times q relative to the usual 

high-momentum components. An analysis of the behaviour of the fine-

structure in the 2D-ACAR distribution shows that many peaks change in 

intensity and width but little in position as T is raised from 6 to 

92 K. 

http://two-dimensioi--.il
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the materials with a high superconducting transition tempera

ture T . the compounds with the general formula Bi Sr (CaCuO^) CuO, 

(with n=Q.l,2,...) take a prominent position since T increases as 

the number of CaCuO^ layers increases from zero to two. Also, it 

proves relatively easy to grow good quality single crystals of the 

n=l phase (T about 85 K) which are largely free of other phases. 

The structure of Bi-Sr-CaCu-Oo consists essentially of two CuO? 

layers separated by an oxygen deficient Ca layer. This (CuOp-Ca-CuO^) 

package is sandwiched between two BiO layers and separated from these 

by SrO layers [1]. The terminating BiO layers of successive structu

ral units are relatively far apart (3-2 A) and hence form natural 

cleavage planes [2]. 

The crystallographic unit cell of Bi-Sr.CaCUpO/, has been determined 

to be orthorhombic with lattice parameters a = 5.^14, b = 5.^18. and 

c = 30.89 A [1]. It can be described as derived from a body-centered 

tetragonal parent structure with a' = b' = 3-83 A. The structure is 

complicated by the occurrence of an incommensurate lattice modulation 

along the b axis with a period oF 4.76 b, caused by the insertion of 

extra oxygen atoms in the BiO layers (leading to an excess oxygen 

content indicated by x > 0 in the chemical formula) accompanied by a 

relaxation of the surrounding atoms [3~5L This modulation has also 

been described as originating in the absence of a row of Bi atoms 

every nine or ten atomic sites in combination with a displacive modu

lation of the Bi atoms [6J. 
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Band-structure calculations have been performed by a number of 

authors (e.g.. refs. [7.8]) on the basis of the parent tetragonal 

structure, and by Massidda et al. [9] for the face-centered ortho-

rhombic structure, assuming the applicability of the local density 

approximation to these materials. The calculations result in a Fermi 

surface consisting of two large concentric nearly-degenerate Cu-O-

plane-related hole sheets centered at the zone comers having low 

dispersion along the [001] axis, and small electron pockets around 

the L point and halfway r and Z, related to Bi-0 bands. These elec

tron pockets reduce the filling of the Cu-0 bands, thus effectively 

doping the Cu-0 bands with extra holes [10] and promoting supercon

ductivity. Herman et al. [11] have shown however that, as expected, 

the Bi-0 bands are quite sensitive to the exact arrangement of the 0 

atoms in the Bi-0 layers. 

Experimental information about the electronic structure of this com

pound has been obtained by optical [12.13] and photoemission spectro

scopy [14-17] and therefore is mostly related to the density of 

states. Data pertaining to the dispersion in k space have been 

obtained using angle-resolved photoemission [18]. Other k-related 

information may be obtained from a measurement of the two-dimensional 

angular correlation of annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR) N{p ,p ) from 
y z 

thermalized positrons [19]. given by 

N(P.Pz) * const, ƒ p(p) dpx, (1) 

where p(p) denotes the distribution in momentum space of the annihi-
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lation photon pairs, given by 

P<p) = I|x<p)|2= I irexp(-ip.rMr)«(r)dr!2 (2) 
occ occ 

Here * and • denote the electron and positron wave function respect

ively and the summation extends over all occupied electron states. 

Due to momentum conservation, p{g) equals the momentum distribution 

of the electrons in the solid as sampled by the positron (e ). and 

hence its measurement in the once-integrated form (1) yields informa

tion about the electronic structure. Recently, Chan et al. [20] have 

reported 2D-ACAR measurements on single crystals of Bi_Sr?CaCu_Oo+ , 

but details have not yet been published. Singh et al. [21] have cal

culated the e distribution for the idealized structure of 

Bi-Sr-CaCUpOn. They found that, if positron-electron correlation is 

included, the positron becomes a better probe of the Cu-0 planes, 

which are thought to play a key role in high-T superconductivity. 

Yet, a substantial fraction of the e density is found between the 

Bi-0 layers due to the preference of the positron for open volumes. 

The preference for the Bj-0 layers nay be reinforced by the 

modulation, which results in regions which are dilute in Bi atoms. 

Certain is that the e distribution in the crystal lattice will af

fect the 2D-ACAR distribution significantly. 

In the present paper 2D-ACAP measurements on a sample with the ap-

proximat? composition BipSr-CaCu-jOô  are reported. We make no at

tempt to interpret these data in terms of a Fermi surface for two 

reasons. Firstly, previous work on superconducting YBa2Cu_0_ [22,23] 
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has shown that for a reliable separation of Fenoi-surface and e 

wave-function effects it is helpful, if not indispensable, to have 

some insight in the manner in which the positron wave function af

fects the momentum distribution. Secondly, es will be shown in the 

following section, an incommensurate modulation with a displacive 

component, such as found in Bi-Sr-CaCUpOo , causes electron states 

characterized by a wave vector k to contribute to the momentum den

sity p(g) not only at momenta g * k • G (with G being a vector of the 

reciprocal lattice) as in ordinary crystals, but also at p. * k • G • 

mq, where mq is an integer number times the wave vector q of the 

modulation. This gives rise to 'satellite Fermi surfaces' in the mo

mentum density which will complicate the analysis of the data. At 

present, no momentum density calculations are available for this 

material, and hence we rather focus on the effects of the crystal 

structure on the momentum density and their temperature dependence. 

2. POSITRON ANNIHILATION IN A MODULATED STRUCTURE 

In nature there are many crystals in which the lattice is modulated 

with a period which is incommensurate with the lattice parameters. 

Such crystals do not show translational symmetry, and hence do not 

possess a three-dimensional space group; nevertheless, their diffrac

tion patterns display sharp spots which imply a perfect long-range 

order. It has been shown by de Wolff [24] and by Janner and Janssen 

[25] (for a review see ref. [26] and references therein) that for 

these crystals it is possible to define a higher-dimensional super-

spaca in which lattice periodicity is restored. We shall make use of 
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this approach to study the momentum density in incommensurately nodu

lated crystals. 

Consider a three-dimensional crystal with a basic structure spanned 

by the vectors a, b, c, and containing a d-dimensional displacive 

modulation characterized by a wave vector q. In the special case 

d » 1. the position r(n.) of an atom at r. in cell n is given by 
J J 

r(n ) = n • r • fMq.n). ****» f-(x • 2*) = f (x). (3) 
J <J J .̂ J J 

By introducing t , the phase of the modulation, and t rea t ing i t as a 

fourth variable in addition to the vectors a, b, c, the three-dimen

sional (3n) c rys ta l can be considered imbedded in a four-dimensional 

(4D) superspace. In t h i s configuration space a perfectly periodic 

four-dimensional l a t t i c e I can be defined. An atomic posit ion in I i s 

given by 

[r(n ),t] - [n • r • f (q.n • t). t], (*»] 
•J J J ^m 

and I is left invariant under the four translations 

a1 « (a, -q.a), &2 « (b,-q.b), a^ * (c.-q.c), and a^ • (0.2n), (5) 

which together span the four-dimensional lattice. The original 3n 

crystal is retrieved by setting t = 0, i.e., it is obtained by inter

secting the 4D lattice with the hyperplane t = 0. A three-dimensional 

modulated lattice which can be considered as an imbedding in a per

fectly periodic higher-dimensional lattice is called quasi-periodic. 
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A lattice I* reciprocal to I is defined by the vectors 

bj = (a*,0). b2 = (b*.0). b3 = (c\C). and b^ * (q.l). (6) 

It is easily verified that with this choice of direct and reciprocal 

vectors 

<arb.)= 2. 6... (7) 

i.e.. I* is indeed reciprocal to I. An arbitrary vector in I* can 

then be written as (ha* • kb* • lc* + mq, n). The modulation is 

called incommensurate if q does not have a multiple belonging to the 

basic reciprocal lattice spanned by a*, b*. and c*. 

In order to calculate the momentum density p(o) given by (2) for 

band electrons in an incommensurate crystal, the Schrödinger equation 

must be solved for the electrons and the positron. For the sake of 

brevity and clarity we concentrate on the role played by the electron 

and assume a constant e wave function. Following de Lange and Jans-

sen [27] we formulate the Schrödinger equation for an electron in the 

quasi-periodic potential V{r), which is considered as the restriction 

to three-dimensional space of a potential V(r,t) possessing lattice 

periodicity in 4D superspace. The kinetic energy is represented by a 

Laplace operator in threedimensional space; thus 

[-(h2/2m)V2 • V(r.t)] *(r,t) = E(t) •(r.t). (8) 
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For incommensurate crystals E(t) can be shown to be independent of t 

Since V(r,t} is periodic in four dimensions, the wave Function * may 

be written in the Bioch form 

•(r.t) = exp(iks.rs) U(rs). (9) 

where k denotes the *JD wave vector (k.kj.) and r the position vector 

{r.t). The function U(r ) has the full lattice periodicity in UD and 

hence has a 4D Fourier expansion 

U(rs) = I u(Ks) exp(iKg.rs). (10) 

X 
s 

where K is a reciprocal lattice vector in I*. Because of the 3D 

character of the kinetic energy term the factor exp(ik^.t) cancels 

in the Schrodinger equation, and the 3D wave function *(r) obtained 

by setting t = 0 becomes 

*(r) = exP;ik.r) U(r,0), (11) 

i.e.. it may be viewed as the restriction of *(r,t) to the three-

dimensional space of the physical crystal. It is now possible to per

form the Fourier transform in (2). using eqs. (9)-(11) and remember

ing that we have set • • 1: 

X(e) = far exp(-ip.r) *(r) • fdr exp[-i(g-k).r] U(r.O) 
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fdp4 Jdrs l u(Ks) exp[-i(ps - ks - K s).r s]. (12) 
K 
s 

In the second line of (12) use has been made of a theorem which 

states that the projection of the Fourier transform of a function f. 

n D 

defined in an n-dimensional Euclidian space R , onto a subspace R 

(m < n) equals the Fourier transform of the restriction of f to R (for 

a proof see ref. [26]). Performing the integration with respect to r 

yields 

X(p.) = (2n)3 JdPj| I u(Ks) <5(o - k - K) <5<p, - k^ - j y . (13) 
K 

Since K • (G • oq , m) [where G is a vector in the basic reciprocal 

lattice spanned by b . b?. and b_ defined in (6)] and k^ = 0. the 

projection along p̂ , causes a suajmation over m, and hence 

*{p) • (2n)3 H u(G » mq.o) Ó ( D - k - G - mq). (14) 
C m 

Equation (14) states that an electron with wave vector k contributes 

to the momentum density at momenta g = Jc • G • mc. Thus, in addition 

to the well-known higher momentum components (HMC) [19,28] for m = 0, 

the incommensurate modulation results i>) satellite contributions 

around each HMC for which i ^ 0, This situation is very similar to 

the satellite reflections found in diffraction diagrams. The summa

tion over all occupied electron states in (2) causes the momentum 

distribution to reflect the geometry of the Fermi surface. The occur

rence of the satellites should produce 'images' of the Fermi surface 

shifted over a distance mq in momentum space, thereby making the re-
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lation between the positron-electron momentum density and the Fermi -

surface of an incommensurately modulated material more complex than 

in unmodulated materials. 

3. EXPERIMENT 

The measurements were performed on an unannealed platelet-shaped 

3 
single crystal with dimensions 3-5 x 2-5 x 0.05 mm , obtained ty 

cleaving from the boule, which was grown by the travelling solvent 

floating zone method [29] using a NEC infrared image furnace. Small-

focus Laue x-ray transmission and back-reflection photographs, as 

well as neutron diffraction rocking scans through the (200), (020) 

and (002) reflections showed the crystal to be of a good quality. The 

latter measurements revealed a mosaic distribution of crystallites 

with the a axes oriented parallel within the instrumental resolution 

of 0.23*. Rocking the crystal through the (002) reflection about this 

common [100] direction yielded an asymmetric intensity profile with 0 

full width at half maximum of O.58' and a small side peak with a 

resolution-limited width (fig. 1). The anguiar spread of the c axes, 

and consequently of the b axes as well, is probably caused by the 

intergrowth of extra layers in a part of the crystal. AC susceptibil

ity measurements gave a single sharp transition with an onset at T = 

85 K and midpoint at 7 9 ^ K without any signals at higher T, while 

also high-resolution microscopic analysis on a sample from the same 

batch did not reveal other phases. 

2D-ACAR measurements with integration along the c axis were performed 

at T * 6 I. and 92 K with a setup employing high-density multiwire 
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proportional chambers [50]. These temperatures are measured at the 

base of the sample mount; the actual temperature of the sample which 

faces the Ti window through which the e beam enters the cryostat may 

be somewhat higher. The sample, attached with <m epoxy glue to a 20 

um thick Au-plated W wire strung between two supports and placed, 

together with the source, in a 6 Tesla magnetic field to guide the 

positrons, was not moved between the two measurements. As a result of 

the strong diamagnetism in the sample below T and its highly 2D 

morphology, the sample is self-orientating in a measurement with 

T < T and c-axis integration. The sample-detector distance was 

- 8m, resulting in an estimated total resolution of - 0.6 * 0.6 

2 -3 
mrad at 6 K (1 mrad = 10 mc = 0.137 a.u. of momentum), and some-

22 
what worse at 92 K. The source consisted of - 2.Z GBq Na. Data were 

taken on a 600 * 600 mesh with a channel width of 0.125 mrad. At 6 K 

about 20 x 10 counts were collected, during the measurements at 92 K 

about 14 * 1 0 . 

As is common for materials with a complex band structure with many 

filled bands, the 2D-ACAR distributions after correction for the 

instrumental momentum sampling function [31] show a high amount of 

isotropy. The anisotropy may be brought out by subtraction of a 

heavily smoothed isotropic distribution which lies everywhere below 

the measured distribution. The remainder is the anisotropy, which is 

shown in fig. 2 for the 6 K measurement with c-axis integration, 

after gaussian smoothing with a full width at half maximum of 0.375 

mrad. The striking aspect of this figure is the absence of the C^ 

symmetry which would have corresponded to the parent tetragonal 

structure of the material. Instead, the underlying data display an 

approximate C. symmetry [32], which has been used to symmetrize the 
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data to improve statistics. The height of the two highest peaks in 

fig. 2 is 4.1 % of that of the total distribution at (p ,p ) = (0.0) 

(the x direction being the direction of integration). The anisotropy 

consists essentially of four peaks. The two peaks on the a* axis are 

elongated in the b* direction; the two peaks on the b* axis are 

split. At higher momenta 'echos' of these peaks are seen on both 

axes. The 'echo' on the §* axis lies at a momentum twice that of the 

main peak; along the b* axis a similar relationship between the main 

and secondary peaks is not as clear. 

In order to check whether the mounting material contributes to the 

anisotropy, a separate spectrum has been taken of the W wire carrying 

a drop of epoxy glue roughly the same size as used in the actual 

mounting of the sample. A total of 0.7 * 10 coincidences was 

recorded in 18 % of the time spent on the measurement with the sample 

at 6 K. This spectrum was isotropic without any sign of C? aniso

tropy, while the measurement with the sample in place showed already 

a pronounced anisotropy after the same counting time. 

Figures 3a and 4a show cuts through the smoothed 2D-ACAR distribution 

at 6 K along the a* and b* axes respectively. In order to improve 

statistics, each curve represents the sum of five adjacent rows of 

channels, i.e., a strip 0.625 mrad wide. The error bars include all 

covariances between data points resulting from translation, rotation, 

smoothing and row addition. The curves are shown before symmetriza-

tion to allow an assessment of their symmetry. The most remarkable 

feature is the presence of a number of relatively narrow, often over

lapping peaks. The width of some of these peaks is less than 1 mrad. 
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i.e., their width is comparable to the instrumental resolution. In 

order to facilitate the analysis the peaks have been labeled by the 

channel number with respect to the origin. The cut along p (fig. 

3a), where p points along the a* direction, shows two large peaks at 

± 5-3 mrad with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 2.3 

mrad. The 'echos' at twice these momenta are clearly visible. A care

ful consideration of the slopes of the two large peaks suggests that 

they overlap with smaller peaks, but the extent of the overlap is 

such that the exact position of the latter is hard to establish. 

Between the large peaks a few smaller peaks are seen. The positions 

and intensities of these are not quite symmetric with respect to p = 

0, but since they are also found in the 92 K measurements (see below) 

their existence is beyond doubt. It is however possible that effects 

of the mounting (W wire and epoxy glue) affect the spectrum and per

turb its symmetry in the low momentum region. Along the p axis (fig. 

4a), the modulation direction, there are two fairly broad regions of 

excess momentum which are each split into three or four main peaks. 

The outer two are located at ± 5-5 mrad; other peaks are found at 

about ± 2.0, * 3-0 and ± 3-8 mrad. There is a suggestion of echos of 

the outer peaks at twice the momentum, but they are certainly not as 

clear as those on the p axis. A narrow pr-Jc at - 0.63 «nrad seems to 

have only a very weak equivalent on the positive side. 

The measurement has been repeated at 92 K, i.e., above T ; the cor

responding cuts along the a* and b* axes are shown in figs. 3b and 

^b. After correction for the different numbers of total counts in the 

spectra these cuts show roughly the same amplitude, but there are 

r»uarkable changes in structure, which will be discussed in the 

following section. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

In discussing the differences between the spectra measured at 6 K and 

92 K we focus first on the a*-axis cuts. Comparing fig. 3b with fig. 

3a it is seen that the 'echos' of the large peaks at t. 5.3 mrad on 

the p axis at * 10.6 mrad in fig. 3b appear washed out to some 

extent; on the other hand, the structure on the slopes of the large 

peaks has become much more pronounced. Shoulders on these peaks, 

which were hardly discernible at 6 K, have now developed into clearly 

present features, suggesting that at 6 K the large peaks were in fact 

built up from a number of smaller, relatively narrow, peaks. A com

parison of the peak positions between figs. 3a and 3b shows that 

these hardly change; the increase in structure seems rather to be due 

to a narrowing of several of the peaks as the temperature is raised 

above T . 
c 

Turning to the b*-axis cuts (figs. 4a and 4b), it is clear that the 

anisotropy along the p direction is quite different from that along 

p . Instead of two large peaks one sees a collection of very narrow 

peaks of comparable height. The positions of many of these peaks 

hardly seem to change between 6 and 92 K, but their relative ampli

tudes do. Thus, the peaks at p - ± 3-1 mrad seem to grow in ampli

tude with respect to the neighbouring peaks at t 3-75 and ± 5.5 mrad 

when the temperature is raised from 6 to 92 K. Secondly, the weak 

structure which at 6 K is hardly visible at 0.88 mrad grows consider

ably when T is raised to 92 K, while on the negative side a narrow 

peak develops at - 1.1 mrad. On the right hand slope of the latter a 

remnant is seen of the peak at - 0.63 nrad in the 6 K data. 
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Let us now consider the overall anisotropy displayed in fig. 2. Since 

the Brillouin-zone boundaries intersect the a* axis at ± 4.482 mrad. 

the large peaks are mostly situated in the higher Brillouin zones 

with a sm ll overlap into the first zone. In the extended zone scheme 

this is the position of the large nearly-degenerate hole sheets cen

tered at the point X in the band-structure calculation of Massidda et 

al. [93- Similarly, the positive regions on the b* axis roughly coin

cide in position with the Y-centered hole sheets. The positions of 

the electron sheets halfway X-Y on the other hand correspond to 

saddle points between the major peaks in the anisotropy. Hence, it is 

not likely that the observed anisotropy in first instance is deter

mined by the Fermi-surface geometry. Positron and electron wave func

tion effects affecting the overlap integral in (2) are probably more 

important. This is also borne out by the pronounced C~ symmetry of 

the momentum distribution. Moreover, the observation that the 'echos' 

of the peaks on the a* axis lie at a distance from the origin twice 

that of the main peaks, rather than shifted over a reciprocal lattice 

vector, suggests that those echos are not due to higher momentum com

ponents of the positron-electron Bloch waves but more likely result 

from the oscillations in the Fourier-transformed wave functions. 

On the other hand, it is unlikely that the experimental data can be 

explained on the basis of wave-function effects alone. The narrow 

peaks in the cuts displayed in figs. 3 an^ 4, and particularly the 

structure emerging in the peaks on the a* axis when T > T , seem too 

sharp to be explained by wave-function oscillations in momentum space 

and suggest Fermi-surface effects. As seen above, a naive attempt at 

a straightforward correlation of the measured anisotropy with the 
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theoretical Fermi surface is unsuccessful. Momentum density calcula

tions for some simplified model of the compound, when available, 

might allow an assessment of the relative importance of Fermi-surface 

and wave-function effects and hence facilitate such a correlation. 

However, the inhomogeneity of the e distribution in the crystal in 

combination with the existence of satellite Fermi-surface images 

shifted along the b* axis by 0.21 of a Brillouin zone diameter (or a 

multiple of that distance) will severely complicate such a simple 

picture. As long as no information exists with regard to the relative 

strength of the fundamental (m=0) and satellite (m^O) Fermi-surface 

images in the electron-positron momentum distribution it is not 

possible to draw conclusions concerning the manner in which the 

momentum density reflects the Fermi surface. Computations of the 

position wave function, the electronic structure, and the positron-

electron momentum density in models which approximate the incommen-

surately modulated structure of Bi-Sr^CaCu-Oo as closely as possi

ble would therefore be of great interest. 

In summary, we have measured the 2D-ACAR distribution in a single 

crystal of Bi_Sr_CaCu?0o+ at 6 K and above T with projection along 

the c axis. The distribution shows a pronounced C_ symmetry due to 

the incommensurately modulated crystal structure. It is shown how 

such a modulation can affect the way in which the 2D-ACMR distribu

tion reflects the Fermi surface. There is considerable fine-structure 

and its behaviour under the change of temperature is analysed. In the 

absence of momentum density calculations no attempt is made to inter

pret the observed structure in terms of a Fermi surface. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Rocking curve for the (002) reflection with the [100] di

rection as rotation axis, measured by neutron diffraction. 

Fig. 2. Contour diagram of the anisotropic part of the 2D-ACAR dis

tribution measured at 6 K with integration along the c axis, after 

smoothing with a gaussian of FWHM = 0-375 mrad and C_ symmetriza-

tion. Contours run from 0.1 to 1.0 arbitrary unit in steps of 0.1. 

Fig. 3- Cuts along the a* axis through the centres of the anisotropic 

pares of the 2D-ACAR distributions before C_ symmetrization. a): T = 

6 K; b): T = 92 K. The angle 6 = p /(mcxlO3), where p is the y 

component of photon-pair momentum, m the electron mass and c the 

velocity of light. Data smoothed with a gaussian of FWHM = 0-375 

mrad; five adjacent rows of channels parallel to the y direction have 

been added to increase statistics. Peaks and other structure have 

been labelled by their channel number (1 channel = 0.125 mrad); minus 

signs in front of channel numbers in the left halfs of the figures 

have been omitted for reasons of space. 

Fig. 4. Cuts along the b* axis through the centres of the aniso

tropic parts of the 2D-ACAR distributions before C_ symmetrization. 

a): T « 6K; b): T » 92 K. The angle 9 * p /(mcxlO J). Otherwise as 
z z 
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